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Introduction

National Institute of Industrial Engineering, Mumbai (NITIE) has partnered with IIT Bhubaneswar in accordance with the MHRD directive regarding Ek Bharat Shreshtha Bharat (EBSB) initiative, as Maharashtra is paired with Odisha under this initiative.

In this regard, an EBSB Club has been formed at NITIE to organise the respective cultural activities.
Objectives

• To CELEBRATE the Unity in Diversity of our Nation
• To PROMOTE the spirit of national integration through a deep and structured engagement between the paired States
• To SHOWCASE the rich heritage and culture, customs and traditions
• To ESTABLISH long-term engagements
• TO CREATE an environment which promotes learning between States by sharing best practices and experiences.
EBSB Odia and Marathi Language Classes

On 10th of February, Ek Bharat Shreshtha Bharat Club, NITIE, organized an Odia and Marathi Language Class for the students. The initiative was taken up by the native speakers of the Club and it was attended by both faculty members and students.

The class started with the Swacchhta Pledge being taken in Marathi and Odia. The curriculum included introduction to both languages, the basic lettering and pronunciation, commonly used words, an overview of the pronouns and their correct usage in sentences.

Overall, it was a well-rounded experience for all involved.
EBSB Heritage Video Screening on Maharashtra and Odisha

On 26th of February, Ek Bharat Shreshtha Bharat Club, NITIE, organized an Odisha and Maharashtra Heritage Video Screening event for the students. The initiative was taken up by the members of the Club and it was attended by both faculty members and students. The viewing included videos on Tourism, delicacies, videos on the daily life of the people in Maharashtra and Odisha. It focused on the culture of the different states and what makes them unique. It constituted as a great learning experience for all involved.
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